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Overview
The three phase strategy consists of crisis management, communications infrastructure, and framing the
narrative.

Phase One focuses on evaluating the current state of communications. Determining which platforms of
communications are being utilized and making a judgment as to each mediums effectiveness. A review
will be conducted to identify stakeholders and influencers who are framing the argument.

After researching public statements and attempting to understand the driving forces behind the most
influential and vocal stakeholders, the process of engagement begins. It starts by creating safe and
effective channels for discussion where the community, administration and council are all held
accountable.

Phase One concludes by determining roles and responsibilities for stakeholders, administration and
council.

Phase Two evaluates current infrastructure to aid in physically communicating with the desired audience.
Technology recommendations will be based on ease of use, cost effectiveness, communication
enhancement, and the ability to bring it in house at the conclusion of Phase Three.

Phase Three moves the client into framing a narrative that is positive for the community, council and
administration. It includes avenues for concerns to be heard, positive sentiment to be celebrated, and
information to be shared in a timely professional manner.

The second objective of Phase Three is to hand over as much of the communications systems as possible
to village staff. This will minimize ongoing costs while keeping high quality communications between
residents, administration and council.

The strategy is being formalized two months after engagement to do the work. The past communication
crisis was compounded by a lack of infrastructure such as, access to computer systems, website
passcodes, social media accounts and emails. Phase One, Two and Three are happening simultaneously
to expedite the process into Phase Three as rapidly as possible.
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Ryley Communications Strategy
Phase One

Crisis Management
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Current Communication
Methods

The primary methods used to communicate with residents of Ryley prior to December 2021 were the
Village of Ryley website, a FaceBook group page managed by a staff member who was on leave, the
Village Voice newsletter, ads in surrounding community print papers and personal FaceBook accounts of
staff members.

Problems Identified
• The website was out of date with broken links and had numerous security risks. The previous website

required the use of a computer programmer to update and monitor monthly. Maintenance had been
abandoned for at least 2 years.

• Staff members were interacting on FaceBook through their personal profiles while communicating for
Ryley administration. This lead to the perception that reception staff spoke to the major issues of the
community while undermining the authority of the CAO.

• Previous CAO posts had been removed for inappropriate remarks on Facebook leading influential
stakeholders and the FaceBook community to believe that “they had won.”

• A lawyer created a FaceBook statement for the Village administration that was reiterated multiple
times. This reinforced the belief of the FaceBook community that they had driven out administration
further eroding public trust.

• The Village Voice newsletter prior to November 2021 had a mixture of community information,
advertorials and contained more than 40 advertisements for local businesses and service groups. To
date no record of revenue has been found to justify the 16 page document funded by ratepayers. The
newsletter seemed to be a “free for all” where businesses like Clean Harbours could post business
advertorials. Additionally, it advertised events supporting other communities like, Tofield and Holden
could attract residents away from the community.

Strengths Of Communications Before December 2021
• High community engagement on FaceBook.
• Regular posts on FaceBook groups unrelated to village business showing residents supporting each

other in positive ways. ie. Promoting each others events, businesses and charities.
• Abundant information about Ryley on the website.
• The Village Voice seems to be an accepted medium of communication that residents enjoy and trust.
Action items ongoing
• There appears to be a number of surrounding community newspapers that Ryley had publishing

agreements with. Ron and I have meetings set up to evaluate what the relationships had been
and the best way to move forward.

Remedies completed.
• Website is up to date, easy to use, and ready for in house staff to train in it’s use.
• FaceBook account , Ryley Admin created a FaceBook account so that staff members are not required

to interact through their personal profiles.
• Digital and print news cycle template has been created.
• Live streaming council is an additional, and very important communications medium. The amount of

negative feedback on social media has dwindled from more than a dozen people in mid
December to two people in the beginning of February.
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Identify Stakeholders
and Influencers

Evaluate the Argument

Creating simple barriers for communication with administration was the mechanism used to identify
stakeholders and influencers. Encouraging residents to meet with or email the CAO was a sufficient
barrier to separate those persons who believe they have legitimate grievances from those that are caught
in a negative communication “feeding frenzy” or feedback loop. Over the course of 6 weeks, the number
of negative social media stakeholders has gone from more than a dozen to a few vocal influencers. After
the December 17th council meeting it took 6 hours to redirect residents off of FaceBook and into official
channels. After the January 7th meeting it took 1.5 hours to redirect residents into official channels. The
January 21st and February 4th meeting took 0 hours. Residents have more or less successfully been
redirected off of FaceBook and into official channels of communication. In my opinion this means that the
remaining stakeholders are dealing with the CAO directly as well as other official government channels.

The next step was to identify positive influencers in the community. These are people who manage to
cultivate volunteerism, lead local service clubs, and are present at most community events. I have begun
to meet these community stakeholders as the roll out of the newsletter and promotional social media
campaign commences. Building relationships with positive stakeholders, learning how administration
can assist their efforts, and then promoting the causes they are passionate about is expected to build trust
between these important stakeholders, administration and council.

Evaluating the argument is a review that is largely used in situations where there is public outcry about a
perceived injustice. It is incumbent on an organization that has a large public outcry against it to evaluate
the validity of the public’s argument.

In my research through google, social media and other public domain areas, I have found no evidence of a
perceived injustice of current council. Public statements by residents have been largely “vague, cloak
and dagger”, “secret meeting” posts with no substance to prove the statement. The other type of posts
have been “nit-picking” statements using misinformed logic. The “nit-picking” is designed to prove that
there is a bigger conspiracy. The remedy has been to challenge the person making the statement to make
it a formal complaint. There are incidents in the past that the public had a right to feel there was an
injustice. The administration of the day was not equipped to manage major news media, which made the
situation worse. The past injustice is fuelling the present day narrative. The remedy is to make a very
public demonstration of the difference between past council and administration and current day council
and administration.
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Accountability
Accountability is the fundamental principle in a strong communications strategy. Through ongoing social
media communications with residents, administration has demonstrated its openness to hear concerns.
On the other hand administration has demonstrated that it will not let vague or misinformed statements
stand, without challenging residents to follow up with administration. This creates a two way street of
accountability. If a resident won’t make a concern formal, the social media community views them as
“venting” and ineffectual and they tend to stop engaging. If the resident does make their concern formal
and administration mishandles the concern, the resident now has the leverage to go back to social media
and tell the story which holds administration accountable.



Ryley Communications Strategy
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Build Effective
Communications Platforms

Technology Choices

A communication platform is a media space (traditional or digital) that has an audience that is interested
in the message. The website, for example, is one platform, FaceBook is another. The most effective
platforms involve the audience. Organizations tend to think that they need to tell their messages to the
public and people will listen. The reality, for most organizations, is that no one wants to hear your
message and people are not listening. In the case of public upheaval, people are tuning in to confirm that
their suspicions about your organization are true. These audience members are not listening. They are
interpreting every statement in the most negative way possible.

The most effective way for an organization to tell their message to an audience that does not want to hear
it is to create alliances within the audience and get them to help you tell the story. For example, engaging
local photographers and videographers to collect community news stories has side benefits. A local
videographer does a story on a local business. Council and administration are rightly perceived as
supporting local businesses and economic development. The videographer is proud of the story and
shares it with their social network. Their audience is interested because they are invested in the
videographer. Furthermore, the business itself wants to use the video to promote their business and they
share it with their audience. Also, a customer that is in the store, and gives permission to be filmed,
wants to see the video and they are likely to share it with their friends. This is how we get the audience to
tell our story and build the effectiveness of our communication platforms.

Wherever possible it is imperative that administration be in control of technology related to
communications. Staff must be able to make up to the minute website changes without having to wait for
an outside vendor to do it. For a print publication, an administrator must have access to a template, the
ability to format articles, and understand the tone and feel of the preferred writing style.

Technology choices made thus far:
• Wix website - is secure, constantly updated by Wix, cost effective and easy to use after a 1/2 hour

training session with a qualified administrator.
• Affinity Publisher Graphics software - is Mac and Windows compatible, cost effective with no monthly

fees and moderately easy to use. This is the software used to create every social media post,
newsletter, and video graphic.

• Social Media - Creating video is typically beyond the scope of most organizations and depends on
outside firms to provide this service. Most small communities are functioning without video content.
Video is the most consumed content on social media and therefore the most effective way to get
public messaging in front of an audience. Proper use of video during a crisis is highly effective to
create positive engagement. Upon completion of Phase Three I will make a recommendation to either
phase out video or create a plan to continue it, in it’s most cost effective way.
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Frame The Narrative
Framing the narrative is taking information that must be relayed to the public and giving it proper context.
The first person to tell information gets to frame the context. For example, it is better for council and
administration to tell the public there is going to be a tax hike rather than residents reading about it in a
newspaper or hearing about it on FaceBook from an uninformed stakeholder.

Framing the narrative of the public believing there are secret meetings happening is challenging because
the public successfully framed it on FaceBook prior to November 2021. In this case, we need to reframe
the argument.
Step one - ensure that operations are conducted in accordance with applicable regulations.
Step two - create doubt in the belief of secret meetings. This is done by holding stakeholders accountable
for misinformation as referenced in the Phase One accountability section. Step three - publicly
demonstrate the reframed argument that there are no secret meetings. Step four - tell the public your
new message through the appropriate medium. In the case of this particular example, the appropriate
medium is a live streamed council meeting where the CAO may tell council how he answers this concern
when residents bring it up to him.

The overall narrative for Ryley moving forward is very simple.
• Competent professional management.
• Appropriate and timely information to residents.
• Celebrating the positive news for residents to rally behind

Engaging and building positive relationships with the most vocal “Alpha stakeholders” where possible, is
very important to frame the argument. If for example, administration can find a common project to
engage the stakeholder in that is positive for the community and the stakeholder, this brings council,
administration and stakeholders together.
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Launch The Content Creation
News Cycle

A separate document is attached that gives a detailed description of the content creation news cycle. The
overview of the news cycle is that it is a way of creating a single piece of content and utilizing it in part, or
in whole, over various mediums. Turning one piece of content into 30-70 releases of content, maximizes
the benefit of dollars spent creating the content, gets the information in front of more viewers and gives
your audience a sense that you are in constant communication with them. Please reference the attached
document labeled Content Creation News Cycle.



Bring
Communications In-House

Smith Consulting has assessed the needs of the organization to determine what assets are on hand and
what needs to be created. Proper branding is in place and through proper branding guidelines, assets
like logos, social and print media templates are created and now regular content can roll out efficiently.
Smith Consulting is currently managing the roll out of monthly news cycles that focus on the positive
stories in Ryley as well as day to day social media posts.

Though a major part of the communications crisis has ended, it is not over. There will be “flare up”
communications problems that happen less and less as the community builds trust with the new council
and administration. To address this, Smith Consulting is monitoring the positive news cycle as well as
regular social media traffic. Flare ups are managed on a case by case basis.

Website updates and council streaming have been handed over to staff.
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Support Ongoing Success
Support is critical to ensure ongoing success. Smith Consulting recognizes that every organization has
team members with different expertise. One organization may have a tech department that can take over
website and graphic support needs quickly but lacks writing staff. In this case Smith Consulting would
hand over website and graphics while remaining engaged in help with writing until staff is experienced
with the tone and feel of communications. Other organizations may have staff that are excellent writers
and proficient in making concise statements for social media. In this case Smith Consulting would hand
over writing responsibility and continue to provide graphic support until a staff member is sufficiently
trained.

There are situations where outside vendors are needed. Video creation is most often a contracted
service. In the case that Ryley decides to continue with video releases after the communications crisis
ends. Smith Consulting can continue to manage local vendors producing video content or hand over video
needs to a suitable candidate.

When Phase Three concludes, and the village is trending towards a positive community tone, succession
planning becomes possible. When a staff member that is handling part of the communications portfolio
leaves, the replacement staff member will be selected on their ability to be trained in taking over the role
of the previous employee. Communications duties become part of the fabric of successful operations.


